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Burleigh

Fabrics by Moon TEAL - WEN7

FLINT - PD09

CHARCOAL - R30

PEBBLE - PDJ2

SEAGRASS - U1116

AIRFORCE - AU24

GRAPHITE - KK84

MUSHROOM - KD09



In the Ella, reassuringly solid, grounded wood 
meets the warmth and softness of  upholstery.

This meeting of  materials offers up a fusion aesthetic, as 
the headboard either melts effortlessly into the wall 
behind it, or stands as a proud statement, depending on 
the interior scheme.

Dimensions

Double L: 2058mm W: 1600mm H:1140mm

King  L: 2158mm  W: 1750mm  H:1140mm

Super King L: 2158mm  W: 2020mm  H:1140mm

Delivery & Assembly

Every piece is built to order in the UK, which means 
you may wait up to 6 weeks for your order to be 
delivered - we promise it's worth the wait. Our furniture 
isn't mass-produced overseas, and we don't leave stock 
sitting on palettes or in trucks. 
Our expert team will assemble the piece for you in your 
chosen room, and take packaging away with them, to 
allow complete piece of  mind.

Materials & Finishes

Headboard:  Hardwood internal frame with upholstered   
  outer. Pictured in Mushroom fabric.
   
Tormar Base:  European oak with 18mm birch ply slats.

Finish:  Clear matt lacquer.

Samples available upon request. 
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Got a question, need some advise, want to chat?

Call us on 0333 344 5298

www.tormar.co.uk

Designed for living, built for life.

Handmade 
Every Tormar piece is made by 
hand, using the techniques our 
expert team has learned from 

decades of  carpentry and joinery

Sustainable
Our calling is to build better 

furniture for a healthier planet. We 
source sustainable wood and 

minimise shipping miles

Design
Function, form and sustainability is 
designed into every Tormar piece, 

alongside a clean 
Scandinavian-inspired aesthetic

Let’s Talk
If  you have questions about 
Tormar, or would like help 

choosing the right piece - call us. 
No call centre - it's us on the other 

end of  the phone, every time.



www.tormar.co.uk

Designed for living, built for life.


